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a b s t r a c t
In Command and Control (C2) network, the measure of invulnerability mainly focuses on
structural characteristics of the network, where the operational mission has not been adequately considered. As a result, it becomes diﬃcult to assess the invulnerability of C2 network in a dynamical manner. In this paper, the operational entities and heterogeneous relationships among combat entities are analyzed, where the operational C2 network model
is constructed based on the combat theory of OODA and the super network. Subsequently,
the mission link is deﬁned, which can be used to characterize the combat network. Finally,
a new measure of invulnerability for C2 networks is proposed based on the eﬃciency and
entropy of the mission link. In particular, this measure can desirably represent the eﬃciency of information transmission and robustness of network structures, respectively. The
simulation results have demonstrated that the proposed invulnerability measure is highly
sensitive and accurate. More speciﬁcally, the proposed measure could more accurately reveal the invulnerability of C2 network, where theoretical basis for designing and optimizing the structure of C2 networks can be also provided.
© 2017 Elsevier Inc. All rights reserved.

1. Introduction
In information warfare, the C2 network plays an essential role in achieving superiority in information, which is helpful in
decision-making process and will lead to better battle operations ultimately. On the one hand, C2 networks can connect the
systems such as the early-warning detection system, the command and control system, and the ﬁrepower system etc. On the
other hand, C2 networks can provide important guarantees for effective and synchronized operations [28]. The complex and
diverse relationships among the elements of C2 networks have changed the major factors affecting the invulnerability for
C2 networks, including the functionality and performance of elements and the system structure morphology of elements.
However, failure of nodes or edges in C2 networks will often be caused by attacks, where the original network topology
would become dividing and even lead to the damage of the global network [11]. If the C2 network is under attack, it remains
to be an active research area to measure the invulnerability of C2 networks by evaluating the overall combat eﬃciency and
complete combat mission [1,17].
Since the structure of C2 networks has transformed from the pyramid type to the type of ﬂexible recombination and
random access, various investigations have been performed for modeling network structures, invulnerability and robustness
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in C2 networks [29]. In general, the research of network invulnerability can be divided into two categories, i.e., graph theory
and statistical physics. The graph theory based research primarily analyzed the invulnerability of the network, where measures including connectivity, toughness, integrity, tenacity, dispersion and nuclear were considered. These measures could be
highly accurate; however, these methods were NP hard problems. Therefore, it is not even possible to apply these measures
to large-scale C2 networks [36].The statistical physics base invulnerability measures were initially proposed by Albert [2].
The researchers have recorded the change of the network performance with removal of nodes or edges by various simulations of complex networks. In this way, the invulnerability of the network can be achieved. Based on this methodology,
many researchers have evaluated the network performance from perspectives of information transmission eﬃciency and
structural robustness [16].
These evaluation measures are based on the eﬃciency of information transmission including network diameter, average
diameter, average path length, network eﬃciency and so on. Bian [3] has proposed an eﬃcient algorithm for calculating
the average diameter in the investigation of the minimum path graphs of directed double loop networks. In this work,
the relationship between the network diameter and the average diameter was simulated. It has been concluded that the
average diameter should be a better measure than the network diameter in evaluating the eﬃciency of network transmission. In [36], a class of algorithms were proposed to evaluate the network transmission eﬃciency. This method was able to
effectively calculate the betweenness centrality and the average path length of a dynamic network. In [37], the eﬃciency
of network was redeﬁned to measure the eﬃciency of information transmission for multi-class network, where time-based
decision criterion (TBDC)and monetary-based decision criterion (MBDC) standards were used to measure the validity and effectiveness of this index. Moreover, it was demonstrated that the index was very effective. In [38], a performance evaluation
method was proposed, where Monte Carlo simulations were carried out based on network model to validate the reliability.
In particular, a graph transformation based method was proposed to reduce the performance of protective measures, which
could substantially reduce the complexity of network performance evaluation.
The structural robustness based on evaluation indexes mainly consist of the maximum connected subgraph, algebraic
connectivity, natural connectivity and network structure entropy. In [18], a network robustness measure was proposed based
on a maximal connected subgraph, where the robustness of networks was evaluated under all kinds of attacks, such as random attack, degree rank attack, betweenness rank attack. In [6], weighted algebraic connectivity was employed to analyze
the robustness of network structure with uncertain disturbance. This work concluded that the high density of nodes posse
would induce more connection and usage, which could become more unreliable. In [32], natural connectivity was proposed to characterize the structure robustness of complex network, which could measure network connectivity with the
redundant paths between nodes. This method was able to validate natural connectivity by comparing with other structural
robustness parameters. In [12], network structure entropy was used to measure the order and stability of supply chain system, which could be used to analyze the inﬂuences of network scale and node connection probability on the stability of
system structure. It should be noted that the research on the invulnerability of C2 network is still in its initial stage. In [36],
the invulnerability of combat network was investigated based on the connectivity of nodes and edges, where average path
length was employed to simulate the relationship between the network structure and the eﬃciency of network operations
on the combat unit. This study concluded that the network average distance was an effective index to measure networkcentric warfare, where the essential idea was to employ the traditional measure in complex networks. However, no special
attention has been paid to the applicability of C2 network. From this perspective, the Perron-Frobenius eigenvalue (PFE) of
adjacency matrix is often used in most representative work to measure network performance of the Information Age Combat Model (IACM), which has been introduced by Cares etc. in [5]. Although this idea is proposed, the speciﬁc application
of IACM has not been adequately investigated, where the validity of PFE and other problems has also not been validated By
theoretical derivation or experimental veriﬁcation. In [7–8], research was further carried out based on Cares’s IACM theoretical model, where simulation was also carried out based on Netlogo. This study preliminarily validated PFE as an evaluation
index measure for operational effectiveness of a network. The simulated experiments suffered from various limitations. For
example, decision nodes were not connected to the network, the network scale was too small or the difference of node’s
own capability was not adequately considered.
In this paper, the structural and functional properties of the C2 network are extensively investigated. Based on the super
network theory and the combat theory of Oberve-Orient-Decide-Act (OODA) [19–20], all types of combat entities and communication links between entities can be characterized as nodes and edges, respectively. In particular, a typical C2 network
model can be constructed based on the super network. In this work, the concept of mission link is introduced and the calculation method of the number of mission link is proposed. Subsequently, two invulnerability measures are proposed based
on eﬃciency and entropy of mission link, where the network invulnerability can be evaluated from the perspectives of information transmission eﬃciency and network structural robustness. Finally, the invulnerability of C2 network is analyzed
with extensive simulation results.

2. Super network model for C2
In general, C2 super network is a multi-layer and multi-edge heterogeneous network [4,34], which can be constructed
by connecting different kinds of operational nodes in a certain order and interconnecting different functional networks. This
is based on various relationships of information, where the demand of combat mission can be satisﬁed. Based on certain
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mapping rules, a super network model can be constructed, where various types of combat nodes can be connected with
each other by the relationships among intelligence information, C2 information and ﬁre information [21].
2.1. Abstraction of operational node
Base on the OODA loop, the operational nodes can be categorized into sensing nodes, C2 nodes and ﬁre strike nodes. It
is assumed that the total number of nodes is N, the number of sensing nodes is n, the number of C2 nodes is m, and the
number of ﬁre strike nodes is t, where the equality N = n + m + t should be satisﬁed. Each category of nodes consist of its
own properties, and the ith node can be given as

N (i ) = {IDN (i ), TN (i ), PN (i ), HN (i ), GDN (i ), CN∗ (i ), IN∗ (i ), FN∗ (i )}

(1)

where IDN (i) represents the sequence number of the ith node, TN (i) represents the type of the ith node, PN (i ) = {P1 , . . . , Pm }
represents the capability of the ith node to process all types of information, HN (i) represents the hierarchy of the ith node,
GDN (i) represents the location of the ith node, CN∗ (i ) represents a set of C2 nodes connected to the ith node, IN∗ (i ) represents
a set of sensing nodes connected to the ith node and FN∗ (i ) represents a set of ﬁre strike nodes connected to the ith node.
(1) The Sensing node is the combat unit, which is capable of providing early warning, detection, reconnaissance and monitoring [39]. Examples of sensing nodes include early-warning radar, reconnaissance radar and so on. The main functionalities of these sensing nodes are to obtain intelligence information on battleﬁelds and acquire evaluation information on
operational effects. In particular, the information collected by sensing nodes will be transmitted back to C2 nodes. The
ith sensing node can be expressed as

NI (i ) =< IDI (i ), TI (i ), CI (i ), HI (i ), GDI (i ), CI∗ (i ) >
IDI (i ) ∈ [1, n]

(2)

(2) C2 node is the operational units with the capability of information fusion, command decision making, information coordination and distribution. Examples include command bodies, information processing bodies. The ith C2 node can be
expressed as

NC (i ) =< IDC (i ), TC (i ), CC (i ), HC (i ), GDC (i ), CC∗ (i ), IC∗ (i ), FC∗ (i ) >
IDC (i ) ∈ [n+1, n + m]

(3)

(3) Fire strike node is the operational unit which is capable of interception and attacking. Examples include various types of
air defense weapons. The ith ﬁre strike node can be expressed as

NF (i ) =< IDF (i ), TF (i ), CF (i ), HF (i ), GDF (i ), CF∗ (i ) >
IDF (i ) ∈ [n + m+1, N]

(4)

2.2. Operational relationship abstraction
The connection among cable-connected operational node, communication equipment and other physical means of communication is deﬁned as the operational relationship. For the purposes of interactive processing of different types of information, these connections are able to achieve intelligence, commanding, ﬁring and information transmission among nodes
[13]. Based on various types of functionalities of the nodes and their interactions with others, the operational relationship
can be summarized into three categories, namely, the relationships between sensing nodes and C2 nodes, among C2 nodes,
and between C2 nodes and ﬁre strike nodes. This interactive relationship between node i and node j can be expressed as

Ei, j =< R(i, j ), D(i, j ), A(i, j ) >

(5)

where R(i, j ) =< RI,C (i, j ), RC,C (i, j ), RF,C (i, j ) > denotes the connection relationship among nodes. If sensing node vi and C2
node vj are interactively correlated, RI,C (i, j ) =1; otherwise, RI,C (i, j ) =0. Moreover, D(i, j) represents the direction of the
heterogeneous edge, where D(i, j ) = {−1, 0, 1}. More speciﬁcally, D(i, j ) = 1 represents the edge direction from node vi to
vj , D(i, j ) = 0 indicates no direct edge direction between node vi and vj , and D(i, j ) = −1 represents the edge direction from
node vj to vi . Moreover, A(i, j) is the identiﬁcation of attributions, which includes the attributes such as information, delay,
bandwidth, and link-length. In particular, it can be expressed as A(i, j ) = {Ai,(1j) , Ai,(2j) , . . . , Ai,(nj) }, where n is the number of
attributions and Ai,(kj) is the kth attribute value of the link between the node vi and vj , k ∈ [1, n].

(1) The interactive relationship between the sensing node and the C2 node represents the interactive relationship between
sensing nodes and C2 nodes. This relationship can be characterized by the process of information which is detected by
sensing nodes distributed to each operational node. More speciﬁcally, it is formulated as

EI,C (i, j ) =< RI,C (i, j ), DI,C (i, j ), AI,C (i, j ) >

(6)

(2) The interactive relationship among the C2 node represents the interactive relationship among C2 nodes. This relationship
can be formed by the process of complete the order issued, resource sharing, information collaboration among C2 nodes,
which is formulated as

EC,C (i, j ) =< RC,C (i, j ), DC,C (i, j ), AC,C (i, j ) >

(7)
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(3) The interactive relationship between the c2 node and ﬁre strike node represents the interactive relationship between C2
nodes and ﬁre strike nodes. This relationship can be obtained by the process of orders issuing from C2 nodes to ﬁre
strike nodes, which is formulated as

EF,C (i, j ) =< RF,C (i, j ), DF,C (i, j ), AF,C (i, j ) >

(8)

2.3. C2 super network model
Based on the theory of super network [14,30] and abstract of nodes and edges in the C2 network, three kinds of networks
can be formed to the C2 network, the sensing network and the ﬁre attacking network. Therefore, the super C2 network
model can be described by GC 2 N = (GI−C , GC−C , GC−F ). This model is obtained by combining the three relation matrices as
follows,

I
GC 2 N =
C
F

 I

0
GI−C
0

C
GI−C
GC−C
GC−F

F 
0
GC−F
0

(9)

where GI−C represents the sensing network formed by the interactive relationship between sensing nodes and C2 nodes,
GC-C represents C2 network formed by the mutual interleaving of various types of C2 nodes at different levels, and GC−F
represents ﬁre attacking network formed by the connection of C2 nodes and ﬁre strike nodes.
In particular, each network can be represented by G = G(N, E ), where N is the abstraction of the operational node and E
is the abstraction of the relationship among the operational nodes.
3. Measure of invulnerability based on mission link
3.1. Mission link eﬃciency
The time eﬃciency of an operation is crucial to convert information superiority to operational superiority, which is also
the basis for each every element in operational element. With time eﬃciency, the combat effectiveness and synchronization
operations synchronization can be obtained [9]. In this sense, the combat eﬃciency is an important criteria criterion to
measure the invulnerability of C2 network. In general, the network eﬃciency is often employed to measure the effectiveness
of information transmission in complex networks. In the C2 network, however, the node is heterogeneous and hierarchical,
where the eﬃciency of conventional network cannot be straightforwardly employed as a measure of operational rate combat
speed [27]. It is necessary to incorporate the characteristics of C2 network for measuring the information eﬃciency, which
can be mission-oriented combat. Based on the characteristics of OODA combat process and combing the network eﬃciency
in complex network, a new measure is proposed to evaluate the invulnerability for C2 network based on the mission link.
In general, more eﬃcient mission link would obtain better operational performance of the network [16].
Deﬁnition 1. Mission link. One or more detection- command-attack integrative link is deﬁned as mission link, which is
formed by information ﬂow from sensing nodes to strike nodes via C2 nodes during the combat process. The mission link
has the characteristics of time sequence, direction and so on.
Deﬁnition 2. Eﬃciency of Mission link. The average value of the maximum eﬃciency for all mission links between sensing
nodes and ﬁre attacking node is deﬁned as

Egcl =

n
1
L

N


i=1 j=n+m+1

1
dOi F j

(10)

where n denotes the number of sensing nodes, m denotes the number of ﬁre attacking nodes, dOi F

j

denotes the shortest

path from node Oi to node Fj , Oi denotes the ith sensing node, Fj denotes the jth ﬁre strike node and L denotes the number
of mission link.
Moreover, L can be computed via nij l , given that nij l is deﬁned as the number of closed walks with a distance of l between
the sensing node Oi and Fj . In addition, the formulae of L could be expressed as

L=

n


N


∞


ni j l

(11)

i=1 j=n+m+1 l=0

However, when l is inﬁnite, the computation of L would subsequently become massive and highly complex. Consequently,
a closed walks based method for calculating the number of mission links is proposed in this paper, which tackles the
computation problem. In particular, a closed walk is constructed by connecting the sensing node Oi and ﬁre strike node
Fj . Furthermore, the node Oi represents both starting point and end point [22]. Subsequently, the number of mission links
would be equal to the number of closed walks. Therefore, let G 2 denote the new network constructed in this method.
C N
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Assume that ni l represents the number of closed walks with the distance of l, where the node Oi represents both starting
point and end point. Subsequently, a simpliﬁed form of (2) can be obtained

L=

n 
∞


nli =

∞ 
n


i=1 l=0

nli =

l=0 i=0

∞


nl

(12)

l=0

where ni l denotes the number of closed walks with the distance of l starting from sensing nodes to C2 nodes and the
ﬁre strike node. As l→∞, the length of closed walks would become indeterminate. To ensure the convergence of L, 1/l! is
determined to be the weight of nl . Moreover, the total number of closed walks could be expressed by L equivalently

L =

∞

nl
l!

(13)

l=0

where nij l represents the number of closed walks with the distance of l between node vi and node vj . It should be noted
that the matrix Al is constructed using nij l , where the diagonal element alii represents the number of closed walks with the
length of l via node vi . In addition, the following expressions can be obtained
N
N


nii(l ) = trace(Al ) =
λli
i=1

N
n
n
+m


nii(l ) =
nii(l ) +
nii(l ) +
i=1

where

(14)

i=1

i=1

n
+m
i=n+1

i=n+1

n+
m+t


nii(l )

(15)

i=n+m+1

nii(l ) denotes the number of closed walks with the length of l and Ci being the starting point. It should be noted

that the number of closed walks consists of two parts. In the ﬁrst part, the number of closed walks with the length of l
only refers to C2 nodes. Moreover, it is equivalent to compute all numbers of closed walks with the distance of l in the
graph GC−C and denote the number by LGC−C . In the second part, it is assumed that nl is the number of closed walks with
the distance of l, starting from the C2 node Ci to the ﬁre strike and sensing nodes. Therefore, the following expression can
be obtained
N
N


nii(l ) =
λli =3nl + LGC−C .
i=1

(16)

i=1

According to (16), we can obtain,

LGC−C =

m
m


n(jlj) =
λ j l .
j=1

(17)

j=1

Substituting (17) into (18), it can be obtained,
N


nl =

i=1

m

λ

λil −

jl

j=1

.

3

(18)

Substituting (9) into (4), it can be further obtained,

L =

∞


N


λi l −

i=1

l=0



= 1/3

m

λl
j

j=1

3l!
N


i=1


=

1
3

N 
∞ l
m 
∞ l


λ j
λi
−
l!
l!



i=1 l=0

m


eλi −
eλ j


(19)

j=1 l=0

j=1

where λi and λj denote the eigenvalues of the adjacency matrices G 2
above, the eﬃciency of mission links E gcl could be calculated by

E gcl =



3
N
m



eλi −
eλ j

i=1

j=1



n


N


i=1 j=n+m+1

1
.
dOi F j

C N

and GC−C respectively. Followed the expressions

(20)
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3.2. Entropy of mission link
In general, the stability and integrity among combat entities essentially guarantee all operational elements. In particular,
they could mutually coordinate and fully contribute to the overall combat performance [33]. In order to compromise the
stability of the enemy’s network structure, attacking key nodes and links is the most common strategy in the war [23,31].
According to the complex network theory, the stability and integrity of a network can be measured via entropy. In addition, measuring entropy is to measure the uniformity of the energy’s distribution in a system. Meanwhile, entropy indicates
whether the state of an object is stable, which could also indicate the changes of direction in the system. In fact, an energy
distribution closer to uniform distribution could cause a larger entropy value and vice versa. Many researches have concluded that C2 networks share the same characteristics as complex networks. In particular, the scale-free feature is one of
the common characteristics, where only a small number of nodes are critical. Moreover, for a C2 network under deliberate
attacks, less obvious critical nodes could improve the invulnerability for the C2 network; however, under random attacks,
more obvious critical nodes could lead to the better invulnerability of the C2 network.
(1) The betweenness of mission link
In complex networks, the node betweenness is deﬁned as the proportion of the shortest path number via the current
node to the total shortest path number. Moreover, the betweenness is also a global variable indicating the functionality and
effect of a node or an edge in the network [24,40]. According to the deﬁnition of betweenness and the nodes’ characteristics
in C2 networks, the node mission link betweenness is involved in this paper. In other words, this concept is deﬁned as
the proportion of the shortest mission links via the current node to all shortest mission links. Thus, the node mission link
betweenness could be calculated as
n


N


i=1 j=n+m+1

bc =

n


mc ( Oi , F j )

N


i=1 j=n+m+1

( i = j = c )

(21)

m ( Oi , F j )

where bc denotes the mission link betweenness of the node vc , m(Oi , Fj ) denotes the number of shortest paths from the
sensing node Oi to the ﬁre strike node Fj , and mc (Oi , Fj ) denotes the number of shortest paths from the sensing node Oi to
the ﬁre strike node Fj via the node vc .
In a similar manner, the mission link betweenness of the edge bgl could be deﬁned as the proportion of the shortest
path number via the current edge to the total shortest path number. Therefore, the node mission link betweenness could
be calculated as
n


bgl =

N


i=1 j=n+m+1
n


meg l ( Oi , F j )

N


i=1 j=n+m+1

( i = j = l = g )

(22)

m ( Oi , F j )

where m(Oi , Fj ) represents the shortest path number from the sensing node Oi to the ﬁre strike node Fj , and meg l (Oi , Fj )
represents the shortest path number from the sensing node Oi to the ﬁre strike node Fj via the edge egl .
It should be noted that the mission link betweenness indicates the signiﬁcance of nodes or edges in the C2 network,
where a larger mission link betweenness could cause more information ﬂowing through a node or an edge during operational activities.
(2) Entropy of Mission link

E=−

N


Ic ln Ic

(23)

c=1

where mission link entropy of C2 networks is denoted by E. Moreover, the signiﬁcance of node vc is denoted by Ic with the
following deﬁnition,

Ic =

bc
N

bc

(24)

c=1

where bc represents the mission link betweenness of the node vc , and
tweenness among all nodes in C2 networks.

N

c=1

bc captures the sum of the mission link be-

4. Simulation results
As shown in Fig. 1, a standard C2 network model was constructed to verify the rationality and validity of the two proposed invulnerability measures, which are for the mission link eﬃciency and mission link entropy. Subsequently, the sensing entity (C2 entity) and the ﬁre strike entity can be indicated by nodes based on the theory of OODA cycle. Among these
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Fig. 1. C2 network model.

Fig. 2. The changing trend of mission link eﬃciency when nodes and edges are attacked.

nodes, all edges represent the interactive relationships of the entities. After implementing the Netdraw tool in the Ucinet
social analysis software, a network model was automatically generated. In particular, the total number of nodes was N=391,
the number of sensing nodes was n=107, the number of C2 nodes was t=85, and the number of ﬁre strike nodes was
m=199.
In general, there are two major consequences caused by network attacking. In particular, the eﬃciency of the network
information transmission would be reduced, and the robustness of the network structure would be compromised [15]. In
this paper, the network invulnerability was analyzed from the following two aspects, namely, the information transmission
eﬃciency and the structural robustness [10]. On the one hand, the network eﬃciency and mission link eﬃciency were introduced to verify the measurements and comparisons of different information transmission eﬃciencies. On the other hand,
several new concepts were also introduced to verify the measurements and comparisons of different structural robustness
of the network structure. They included entropy of degree distribution [25], entropy of betweenness distribution [41], coefﬁcient of network connectivity and entropy of mission link. Moreover, multiple simulations and comparisons were carried
out in order to verify the validity of two measures, i.e. the mission link eﬃciency and mission link entropy.
4.1. Analysis of the invulnerability of C2 networks under different attacking strategies
C2 networks are often threatened by two common attacking strategies, which include random attacks and targeted attacks. In addition, the random attack refers to the attack on nodes (or edges) in C2 networks randomly with a certain
probability; meanwhile, the targeted attack refers to the attack on nodes (or edges) in C2 network orderly with a certain
strategy [26]. Therefore, both random attacking strategies and targeted attacking strategies were implemented in C2 networks in this paper. Furthermore, the invulnerability of networks was analyzed by changes in the C2 network’s structure
and performance, where the betweenness attack was the targeted attack [35]. The changing trend of mission link eﬃciency
and mission link entropy when nodes and edges are attacked is shown in Figs. 2 and 3.
The comparative analysis of the changes in the eﬃciency and entropy of mission link was carried out for C2 network
nodes and edges under different attacks. The results can be obtained and summarized as follows.
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Fig. 3. The changing trend of mission link entropy when nodes and edges are attacked.

(1) The overall performance of the C2 network was deteriorated with the increasing node (or edge) failure ratio. Moreover,
the mission link eﬃciency implied that the transmission rate of the C2 network was decreasing with the destruction of
critical paths. On the other hand, the mission link entropy indicated the destruction of the C2 network structure with
node or edge failures.
(2) Compared to edge failures, the node failures could signiﬁcantly affect the network invulnerability. When nodes were
under attacks, the eﬃciency and entropy of mission link mission link declined dramatically. In contrast, the eﬃciency and
entropy of mission link mission link decreased in a relatively slow manner when edges were under attacks. Intuitively,
this could be explained by the fact that the edges directly connected to a node would fail when a node was attacked.
(3) Compared with random attacks, targeted attacks on the C2 network were much more destructive, which illustrated the
scale-free feature of C2 networks. In other words, the C2 network was very robust at random failures and fragile at
targeted attacks. Therefore, it is necessary to protect the key nodes (or edges) in order to improve the network invulnerability.
In addition, to further verify the accuracy of measures, the mission link eﬃciency and mission link entropy was analyzed
by comparisons with other measures in terms of the information transmission eﬃciency and structural robustness respectively. For example, under node attacks, multiple comparisons of changes in the network performance were carried out to
analyze the invulnerability of C2 networks comprehensively. Various attacking strategies were applied in this work, which
included the degree attacking strategy, the betweenness attacking strategy, the clustering coeﬃcient attacking strategy and
the mission link betweenness attacking strategy. It should be noted that all evaluation indexes were normalized before analyzing the performance of the network. The comparisons of different information transmission eﬃciencies are shown in
Fig. 4.
Fig. 4 illustrated the changing trends of the network eﬃciency and mission link eﬃciency in terms of the information
transmission eﬃciency. Under different attacking strategies, different network eﬃciencies and mission link eﬃciencies were
obtained. Moreover, the following conclusions have been found according to Fig. 4.
(1) The overall decreasing rate of the mission link eﬃciency was higher than that of the network eﬃciency. That was because
the mission link eﬃciency only captured the eﬃciency of the OODA loop, while the network eﬃciency was computing
the information transmission rate via any link regardless of its validity. Thus, errors may occur during analyzing the
invulnerability of C2 networks.
(2) Under random attacks, the mission link eﬃciency declined faster than the network eﬃciency; however, under targeted
attacks, they decreased quite closely. Under random attacks, with the increasing proportion of sensing nodes and ﬁre
strike nodes, these nodes became less signiﬁcant and therefore could not affect the network eﬃciency greatly. However,
they could still break some original mission links, which signiﬁcantly reduced the mission link eﬃciency. On the other
hand, under targeted attacks, as C2 nodes were becoming more signiﬁcant under targeted attacks, the C2 network was
getting more vulnerable, which signiﬁcantly affected both network eﬃciency and mission link eﬃciency. In conclusion, it
was reasonable to use the mission link eﬃciency to measure the network invulnerability mission link, compared to the
network eﬃciency. The comparisons of the structural robustness are shown in Fig. 5. The entropy of degree distribution
of network can be calculated as follows [25]:

E=−

N


ni ln ni

i=1

where ni is the degree of node vi , and E is the entropy of degree distribution of network G. Similarly, if ni is the betweenness
of node vi , then E would be the entropy of betweenness distribution of network [41].
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Fig. 4. Comparisons of different information transmission eﬃciencies.

In Fig. 5, the trend of common network robustness indexes with mission link entropy is presented. Moreover, the entropy
of mission link was validated using multi measures with multiple attacking strategies. According to Fig. 5, the following
conclusions can be found.

(1) Under random attacks, the network connectivity coeﬃcient deviated from the other measurements. It was because of the
defect of the connectivity coeﬃcient itself. In other words, if there were more connected sub-graphs, the performance
would be greatly compromised.
(2) Under targeted attacks, the most signiﬁcant result was in degree distribution entropy. This could be explained by the
fact that it was a local index and it was diﬃcult to measure the overall structure of C2 networks.
(3) Under various attacking strategies, it could be observed that the mission link entropy was more stable and the evaluation
results were less likely to volatile compared to the other structural robustness parameters. Furthermore, it was identical
to the entropy of betweenness distribution, which can be seen from the above ﬁgures. In conclusion, the entropy of
mission link entropy could evaluate the robustness of the C2 network structure in a more comprehensive and effective
manner, since both global variable and combat function are considered.
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Fig. 5. Comparisons of the structural robustness.

4.2. Comprehensive analysis
It should be noted that nodes attacking and edges attacking are two extreme attacking types; therefore, the invulnerability of C2 networks might not be assessed comprehensively. During an actual combat, the node failures and edge failures
are very likely to be mixed with a certain probability. Thus, it is rational to analyze the invulnerability of C2 networks with
the assumption of mixed attacks on nodes and edges. For example, for targeted attacks, the invulnerability of the network
when nodes and edges were under mixed attacks as indicated in Figs. 6 and 7.
After analyzing the changing trend of the network performance with nodes and edges under mixed attacks, the following
conclusions have been obtained.
(1) It could be observed that both mission link eﬃciency and mission link entropy declined due to the mixed failures of
nodes and edges.
(2) It is highly possible that the effect of mixed failures of nodes and edges on the network performance was not greater
than that of only nodes’ failures and only edges’ failures. This result could be explained by the fact that the mixed
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Fig. 6. Three-dimensional ﬁgure for mission link eﬃciency.

Fig. 7. Three-dimensional ﬁgure for mission link entropy.

failures included both nodes’ and edges’ failures, where nodes’ failures affected the network performance much more
signiﬁcantly than edges’ failures.
5. Conclusion
With the development of combat space and the enlargement of battle scopes, it is necessary for a large number of
units to be merged into an integrated operational command-and-control network system. In fact, these types of networks
have gradually become a fundamental operational organization with information technology. In this paper, a C2 network
model was developed based on the super network, where the measures of invulnerability for C2 network were based on
the eﬃciency and entropy of mission link. Furthermore, the invulnerability of C2 network was investigated in terms of the
transmission eﬃciency and structural robustness, respectively. In particular, the simulation experimental results have indicated that the proposed measures are advantageous compared with the other traditional measures. Firstly, the proposed
measures are more sensitive as well as accurate to evaluate the invulnerability of C2 networks. In addition, valuable references can be provided for the purpose of designing the C2 network with stronger invulnerability. However, there still exist
various shortcomings in this work. Therefore, some possible future work is to focus on the dynamic evolution behavior of
the C2 network and to perform analysis on the cascading invulnerability.
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